
True threat visibility, analytics 
and reporting

CyberOpsTM is the real-time threat intelligence 
platform included as part of ThreatDetectTM, 
Redscan’s award-winning managed detection
and response service. 

As the virtual interface between Redscan’s Cyber 
Security Operations Centre (CSOC) experts and your 
in-house IT team, CyberOps delivers full notification 
of genuine threats targeting your business, end-to-
end remediation guidance and the detailed analytics 
needed to obtain a clear overview of security 
performance and trends.

Integrating intelligence from latest cutting-edge security 
technologies, CyberOps is a vendor agnostic platform 
monitored 24/7 by dedicated CSOC analysts to rapidly 
identify and escalate awareness of security risks.

Within one easy incident management workflow, benefit from 
the combined power of SIEM, Intrusion Detection, Endpoint 
Analytics and other underlying security technologies 
maintained and monitored as part of ThreatDetect.

Complete security insight

“Delivering the intelligence to respond to 
attacks via one customisable monitoring, 
incident alerting and analytics platform”

Key features

Receive rapid incident notification,
detailed threat information and actionable 
remediation advice via an intuitive workflow 
that supports well-known IT service and
ticket management systems.

Total threat visibility

View clear data visualisations to monitor 
real-time changes to your organisation’s 
cyber security and measure key activity and 
performance metrics to ensure that SLAs and 
incident response targets are achieved.

Advanced analytics

To aid cyber security governance, assign 
incidents to users and teams, fully manage 
permissions and, for compliance and auditing 
purposes, view a complete history of actions 
performed across the CyberOps platform.

Flexible user management

Respond to genuine security threats, identified 
by ThreatDetect’s underlying log monitoring 
technology and thoroughly assessed and 
prioritised by Redscan’s CSOC experts, to save 
time and effort investigating false positives.

True incident notification
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Clearly understand the threats targeting your business
via one easy-to-use web-based platform

Configurable email notifications alert you to
new security incidents and deliver status updates

Customisable widget-based dashboards provide a
live overview of your organisation’s security status
as well as the performance of the Redscan CSOC

Raise service requests
to ask questions
and request network 
vulnerability scans

Download regular status reports
compiled by Redscan’s CSOC experts

Full access controls enable
system administrators to manage
users and teams and view activity
logs for compliance

Browse open incidents and prioritise their remediation 
based on the threat level assigned by the Redscan CSOC

View detailed threat
information and remediation
advice dispensed by Redscan’s 
dedicated security analysts
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Contact us to arrange a CyberOps demonstration


